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Introduction
When sexy women can't cum they get help fast. These porn-doctors investigate the pussy problems that
these starlets are afflicted with... and that's just the start of the treatment! Wild Fuck Toys are used on
every hole of these nasty harlots and nobody goes home until the last girl reaches orgasm!

Adult Review
There are 72 episodes of cockless extreme penetrations found at Wild Fuck Toys.  These sluts are so horny that no human
being can satisfy their cavernous fuck holes, so they have to turn to some man-made contraptions to get the job done.  Most
of the scenes are set in a doctor�s examination room, which will make any medical fantasy fetishists want to give this site a
look.  The videos average about 30 minutes each, and no holes are safe.  You�ll see dildos in all different shapes, colors, and
sizes shoved up willing whores� pussies, asses, and mouths.<br />  <br />  The videos at Wild Fuck Toys can only be
streamed from within your browser.  None can be downloaded despite what it says on the site tour.  There are lots of different
stream options to choose from, with the best being a 640 x 480 .wmv file encoded at 500 kbps.  Smaller resolutions and
slower speeds are also available if your connection can�t handle the high quality stream.  Unfortunately you can�t even
stream the scene as a complete full-length clip.  You�ll instead have to view it in parts that are a few minutes each in length. 
The site hasn�t updated since January of 2008, and there�s no mention of any more updates in the works.  The tour
promises weekly updates, so let the buyer beware.<br />  <br />  The main members pages are designed professionally and
have a nice clean look.  The site is organized neatly and navigating around to the different features is pretty painless.  A
search function was implemented to make finding your favorite solo masturbating slut easy to find.  And if the site decides to
start updating again, or you want to plead for some new scenes, a suggestion form was also designed to help get your voices
heard by the site�s webmasters.<br />  <br />  The exclusive Wild Fuck Toys content is arranged in a grid with 12 episodes
per page. Each scene is represented with a thumbnail that shows the whore who�s about to stuff herself full of man-made
plastic.  Each scene is identified with the whore�s name and upload date, along with some text links.  One of these links will
take you to a photo gallery of the scene.<br />  <br />  Every episode has a photo gallery that has close to 200 high resolution
photos.  They are not just screen caps, but taken with a high end digital camera and presented in 800 x 533 resolution.  They
range from some softcore modeling all the way to hardcore penetration.<br />  <br />  There are a few different trial
membership options offered by Wild Fuck Toys, but The Tongue recommends you go with the full access monthly plan at a
discounted price! Normally this site charges $39.95 for access but if you join it by taking the Free Preview of Wild Fuck
Toys from this web page you can signup at the special price of $29.95 instead. It pays to be a TasteBud!

Porn Summary
In this day and age, women no longer have to rely on men to satisfy their sexual urges.  Modern technology has developed
bigger and better virtual cocks that always stay hard.  So if you combine these modern era dildos with a power cord and some
imagination, you�ll soon create the craziest, most satisfying Wild Fuck Toys to fulfill your whore's every desire!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Big toys, weird toys, wild fuck toys!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 81
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 82        Final: 83
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Porn Niches
Discount Porn, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, HD, SexToys, Solo, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $3.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 72
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